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Data quality and data sets in the social sciences: 
thinking behind the scenes



Diplomatic practices at the UN Security Council
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United Nations Security Council: 
diplomatic practices in international diplomacy

Five Permanent Members (« P5 »): China, France, Russian Federation, UK, & USA
Ten non-permanent members: Elected for 2 years by the UN General Assembly



Unige / ETH Zürich / SWP Berlin

Jonas+ Fred Sündermann

An international, multi-disciplinary team working across political science, 
geography and critical security studies. 



Web-based query tool
= > quickly and intuitively assemble sub-corpora of UNSC-debates, 
based on chosen metadata-filters



Transcripts are publicly-available
but are difficult to analyse longitudinally



Making publicly-available data searchable



Building a database UNSCdeb8 (« debate »!)

https://unscdeb8.ethz.ch/search/

8

• Using automated pdf file 
conversions 

• Web-scraping
• Manual verification
• and endless, endless

trouble-shooting & testing!



How to use UNSCdeb8

• It is a ‘specialized corpus’, i.e. assembled from a single and 
continuous source of documents
• It allows comparisons over time, particularly of the P5 countries
• It can be used in tandem with corpus-linguistic analysis software such 

as Antconc or Wordsmith, for example to:
• Calculate the most statistically significant key-words that differentiate the 

members of the UNSC
• Examine how the discourse of a particular UNSC member evolves over time 

or changes with regard to specific thematic issues
• Trace subtle discursive changes within a particular member state’s outlook on 

a particular crisis



Working through case studies
Example: the conflict in Ukraine from 2014



But what about the data behind the scene?
Diplomacy as performance

“We use many beautiful words 
about the need to peacefully 
settle political crises (…). 
However, after discussing Ukraine 
here about 30 times, the question 
arises as to how well-aligned the 
declarations are with the 
situation in the country. Are they 
directly applicable, or are they 
provided just for the sake of 
eloquence?”
(Russian Ambassador Churkin
2015. United Nations Security 
Council 7365:7)



Data quality and data sets in the social sciences

• Processes and debates surrounding the design of a large database 
shed light on what quality might mean in the social sciences. 
• Data quality control & future use: Who is (legally) responsible if this 

database is used by others & comes up with wrong results?
• Even assuming high data quality, a lot simply cannot be captured by 

this type of data that appears to capture complex social and political 
processes.
• Despite successfully building a unique and powerful database, a 

number of crucial epistemological issues remain. 



Are we just being hypnotised by the tool?
Behind the scenes is where the fun takes place!
• What can we say with this tool, what cannot be grasped?
• Is it just a glorified index & search tool?
• What happened before & after these speeches including closed-door 

preparatory meetings and behind-the-scenes negotiations?
• Can a corpus assembled partly through language translation be used for

corpus analytics?
• Example: Translating Chinese terms (“community”), culturally-situated use of first-

person etc.

• Are we missing or forgetting crucial qualitative data just because it is not 
available?
• How can fieldwork (observations & interviews) help complicate the story?
• How do bodies perform discourse and how can that be captured? 
• How can bodily reactions from others be understood?



Thinking data behind the scenes

Russia's late U.N. Ambassador Vitaly Churkin, left, and United States’ former U.N. Ambassador Samantha Power interact before an U.N. Security Council 

meeting on the Ukraine crisis, Saturday, March 15, 2014, at the United Nations headquarters. (AP Photo/John Minchillo) 

The challenges of 

capturing the 

complexity of 

social and 

political 

interactions in 

diplomatic 

discourse


